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Abstract
A general technique for converting approximation algorithms for the vertex coloring problem in
a class of graphs into approximation algorithms for the maximum weight independent set problem
(MWIS) in the same class of graphs is presented. The technique consists of solving an LP-relaxation
of the MWIS problem with certain clique inequalities, constructing an instance of the vertex coloring
problem from the LP solution, applying the coloring algorithm to this instance, and selecting the
best resulting color class as the MWIS solution. The approximation ratio obtained is the product of
the approximation ratio with which the LP formulation can be solved (usually equal to one) and the
approximation ratio of the coloring algorithm with respect to the size of the largest relevant clique.
Applying this technique, the best known approximation algorithms are obtained for the maximum
weight edge-disjoint paths problem in bidirected trees and in bidirected two-dimensional meshes with
row–column routing, and for time-constrained scheduling of weighted packets in the same topologies.
These problems are also proved to be MAX SNP-hard.
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1. Introduction
The maximum independent set problem (MIS) is a fundamental problem in graph theory
with many applications. Given a graph G = (V ,E), the goal is to compute a subset of
the vertices such that no two vertices in the subset are joined by an edge (such a subset is
called an independent set) and such that the cardinality of the subset is maximized. In most
applications, G represents a conﬂict graph (an edge joining two vertices u and v indicates
that at most one of u and v can be selected) and its vertices represent desirable objects;
the goal is to select as many of the desirable objects as possible while not selecting two
conﬂicting objects.
The maximum weight independent set problem (MWIS) is an important generalization
of MIS: the vertices of the given graph G are assigned weights, and the goal is to compute
an independent set I in G such that the sum of the weights of the vertices in I is maximized.
The weights of the vertices can be thought of as measuring the importance or the beneﬁt
associated with the corresponding objects.
Examples for applications of MIS and MWIS are disjoint paths problems in networks
[9], interval selection problems arising in manufacturing [31], map labelling problems [35],
and frequency assignment problems [29].
Bar-Noy et al. [5] obtained an approximation algorithm for throughput maximization on
multiple machines, a special case of MWIS, using an LP-relaxation and a rounding proce-
dure based on a coloring subroutine. In this paper, we extend their approach and present
a general technique for converting vertex coloring algorithms for a class of graphs into
MWIS algorithms. The technique consists of solving an LP-relaxation of the MWIS prob-
lem (where certain clique inequalities are added to the LP formulation), constructing an
instance of the vertex coloring problem from the LP solution, applying the coloring algo-
rithm to this instance, and selecting the best resulting color class as theMWIS solution. The
approximation ratio obtained is the product of the approximation ratio with which the LP
formulation can be solved (equal to 1 if the LP can be solved optimally in polynomial time)
and the approximation ratio of the coloring algorithm with respect to the size of the largest
relevant clique. Applying this technique, we obtain new and best known approximation
algorithms for the maximum weight edge-disjoint paths problem (MWEDP) in bidirected
trees and in bidirected two-dimensional meshes with row–column routing, and substantially
improved approximation algorithms for time-constrained scheduling of weighted packets
(TCSWP) in the same topologies. The resulting approximation algorithms achieve an ap-
proximation ratio for the weighted case that matches the approximation ratio of the best
known algorithms for the unweighted case and is substantially better than previously known
algorithms. We expect that the technique will ﬁnd many further applications (e.g., interval
scheduling, frequency assignment, geometric graphs).
While most of the ingredients of the technique were already present in the work of
Bar-Noy et al. [5], our contribution lies in formulating and analyzing the technique in a
general setting, and in demonstrating its applicability by using it to derive best known
approximation algorithms for several other problems.
For the throughput maximization problem studied in [5], combinatorial algorithms that
achieve the same approximation ratio as the LP-based algorithms of [5] have recently
been found by Bar-Noy et al. [4] and by Berman and DasGupta [6]. We can show that
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their techniques can also be applied to the problems we study in Sections 4 and 5, giving
approximation algorithms with ratio 2 for MWEDP in trees, 4 for MWEDP in meshes with
row–column routing, 3 for TCSWP in trees, and 6 for TCSWP in meshes. Except in the case
ofMWEDP in trees, these ratios match the ratios that we obtain in Sections 4 and 5 with our
LP-based technique. Nevertheless, we believe that the LP-based technique remains useful
for the following reasons:
(1) The LP-based technique is very general and can use an arbitrary coloring algorithm as
a subroutine. The combinatorial algorithms of [4,6] appear to give the same approxi-
mation ratio as the LP-based technique only in those cases where a good coloring can
be obtained by a simple greedy algorithm.
(2) The LP-based technique appears to produce much better solutions in practice than
indicated by the worst-case bounds that we derive. For example, experimental results
for MWEDP in trees indicate that the solutions obtained with the LP-based technique
are better than those obtained with combinatorial algorithms on randomly generated
instances [10].
1.1. Related work on independent sets
MIS has long been known to beNP-hard for general graphs [13]. Even in graphs whose
maximum degree is bounded by 3, MIS is MAXSNP-complete [7]. More recently, MIS
was shown to be very hard to approximate in general: unlessNP = co-RP , there can
be no polynomial-time approximation algorithm with ratio n1− for any > 0 in graphs
with n vertices [21]. (Note that an independent set in G is a clique in the complement
of G.) For restricted classes of graphs, the situation is different. For example, MIS and
MWIS can be solved optimally in polynomial time in perfect graphs [17] (e.g., interval
graphs, permutation graphs, transitive graphs [22]), in partial k-trees with constant k [3], in
circular-arc graphs, or in the edge-intersection graphs of undirected paths in a tree (if the
path representation is given) [33]. For other restricted classes of graphs, MIS and MWIS
areNP-hard, but can be approximated in polynomial time within a constant factor: for
example, a ( 53 + )-approximation for MIS is possible for the edge-intersection graphs of
directed paths in bidirected trees [9]. A survey of known approximation results for MIS
and MWIS in general graphs and in graphs of bounded degree is given in [19]. Improved
approximation results for MWIS are reported in [20].
1.2. Related work on coloring and fractional coloring
Grötschel et al. [16] have shown that the weighted fractional coloring problem isNP-
hard for general graphs, but can be solved in polynomial time on perfect graphs. Speciﬁcally,
they have proved the following result: for any graph classG, if the problem of computing the
size of the largest independent set in G, for graphs G ∈ G, isNP-hard, then the problem
of determining the weighted fractional chromatic number is alsoNP-hard. This gives a
negative result for the weighted fractional coloring problem even for planar cubic graphs.
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Furthermore, if MWIS is polynomial-time solvable for graphs in G, then the weighted
fractional coloring problem for G can also be solved in polynomial time.
Lund and Yannakakis [28] proved that there is a > 0 such that there does not exist a
polynomial-time approximation algorithm for fractional coloring that achieves ratio |V |,
unless P =NP.
Feige and Kilian [12] proved that the chromatic number cannot be approximated within
|V |1− for any > 0, unlessNP ⊆ ZPP.This also holds for the fractional coloring problem,
due to the logarithmic relationship (see also [27]) of the fractional chromatic number and
the chromatic number (i.e., f(G)(G)f(G)(1+ ln s(G)), where s(G) is the size of
the largest independent set in G).
1.3. Summary of results
In Section 2, we give formal deﬁnitions of the concepts used in the paper and introduce
the classes of graphs that we call (,)-tractable, (,)-fractional-tractable, and (,)-
weighted-fractional-tractable. Roughly speaking, these are classes of graphs that admit
solving a linear programming relaxation of MWIS within a factor of  of the optimal solu-
tion and computing colorings (resp. fractional colorings and weighted fractional colorings)
within a factor of  of the largest relevant clique.
In Section 3, we present our main result, a general technique for converting color-
ing algorithms into MWIS algorithms. We show that for every (,)-tractable or (,)-
fractional-tractable class of graphs, there is an approximation algorithm for MWIS with
ratio  + , where  is an arbitrarily small positive constant. For every (,)-weighted-
fractional-tractable class of graphs, there is an approximation algorithm for MWIS that
achieves approximation ratio .
Thenwe turn to applications. In Section 4,we study theMWEDP,where the input consists
of a bidirected graph and a set of directed pathswith arbitraryweights and the goal is to select
a subset of edge-disjoint paths of maximum total weight. Our technique gives a ( 53 + )-
approximation for MWEDP in trees (matching the result in [9] for the unweighted version
of the problem) and a 4-approximation for MWEDP in meshes with row–column routing.
For meshes with row–column routing, we also establish that MEDP is MAXSNP-hard and
path coloring isNP-hard; the proofs of these two results are deferred to Appendix A and
Appendix B, respectively.
In Section 5, we study the problem of time-constrained packet scheduling. Given a set of
weighted packets with release times and deadlines, the goal is to schedule the packets such
that the total weight of packets delivered by their deadlines is maximized. For the bufferless
case, we obtain a 3-approximation for tree networks and a 6-approximation for meshes with
row–column routing, substantially improving on previously known algorithms from [1].
2. Preliminaries
LetG= (V ,E) be an undirected graph.We let(G) denote the cardinality of the largest
clique in G. By (G, c) we denote the total weight of a heaviest clique in G with respect
to a weight vector c, i.e., the total weight of a clique C that maximizes
∑
v∈C cv .
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We will consider classes of graphs together with a function C that maps every graph G
from the class to a set of cliques in G. We then call C(G) the relevant cliques of graph G.
For example, C(G) could be the set of all maximal cliques in G. Or, if G is a circular-arc
graph, C(G) could be the set of all cliques of arcs overlapping one point of the circle.
For a given function C, we denote by C(G) the cardinality maxC∈C(G)|C| of the largest
clique among the cliques in C(G). For given vertex weights 0cv1, v ∈ V , we deﬁne
C(G, c)=maxC∈C(G)
∑
v∈C cv . Note that C(G, c)(G, c).
Often the graphGwill be given implicitly in another representation (e.g.,G is taken to be
the conﬂict graph of given paths in a network or of given intervals on the real line). In this
case, we allow the relevant cliques C(G) to be deﬁned in terms of the given representation
of G; this is important, because in some applications it may beNP-hard to construct a
representation if only the graph is given (for example, this is the case for edge-intersection
graphs of undirected paths in a tree [15]).
The duplication of a vertex v in an undirected graph G = (V ,E) is the operation of
adding a new vertex v′ to G and making v′ adjacent to v and to all neighbors of v; if G
is a weighted graph, the weight of v′ is set equal to that of v. If a graph G′ = (V ′, E′) is
obtained from G= (V ,E) by deleting vertices and duplicating every remaining vertex an
arbitrary number of times, we require sometimes that the set C(G′) of relevant cliques in
G′ must contain exactly those cliques C′ that can be obtained from a clique C ∈ C(G)
by deleting and duplicating vertices in the same way as for obtaining G′ from G. This
requirement, which we call the clique propagation property, may seem restrictive, but it is
satisﬁed automatically by natural deﬁnitions of C(G) in many applications (cf. Sections 4
and 5).
MIS and MWIS have already been deﬁned at the beginning of the introduction. We
assume that an instance of MWIS is given by an undirected graph G= (V ,E) with vertex
weights, where the weight of vertex v ∈ V is denoted bywv . For S ⊆ V , we writew(S) for∑
v∈Swv . A -approximation algorithm for MWIS is an algorithm that runs in polynomial
time and that always outputs an independent set whose weight is at least a 1/-fraction of
the weight of an optimal solution. We will also encounter vertex weights in instances of
coloring problems; in that case, the weight of vertex v ∈ V will be denoted by cv .
We consider the following linear program to compute a maximum weight fractional
independent set subject to clique constraints for all cliques in C(G), using a variable xv for
every vertex v ∈ V to indicate the fraction of vertex v that should be selected:
LPI max
∑
v∈V
wvxv
s.t.
∑
v∈C
xv1 ∀C ∈ C(G),
0xv1 ∀v ∈ V.
IfC(G) is the set of all maximal cliques inG, the feasible solutions to LPI form the so-called
fractional node-packing polytope QSTAB(G) [17].
Given a graph G = (V ,E), a coloring of G is an assignment of colors to vertices such
that adjacent vertices receive different colors. Note that every color class (set of vertices
assigned the same color) is an independent set inG. Theminimumnumber of colors required
in a coloring is the chromatic number (G). It is clear that (G)(G). For a given graph
G = (V ,E) with vertex weights 0cv1, v ∈ V , a weighted fractional coloring of G is
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a solution to the following linear program LPw, whereJ is the set of all independent sets
in G and a variable xI indicates the “length” of the independent set I:
LPw min
∑
I∈J
xI
s.t.
∑
I∈J|v∈I
xI cv ∀v ∈ V,
1xI 0 ∀I ∈ J.
The goal is to compute independent sets I with fractions xI ∈ [0, 1] such that each vertex v
is covered at least by cv and such that the total length
∑
I∈JxI is minimized. This minimum
total length is the weighted fractional chromatic number f(G, c) of G with weight vector
c. It is clear that (G, c) is a lower bound for f(G, c). Any feasible solution to LPw is a
weighted fractional coloring, and we refer to the corresponding objective value of LPw as
the total length of the coloring.
Note that the size of LPw can be exponential in the size of the graph; an algorithm that
computes a solution to LPw in polynomial time (polynomial in the size of the graph and in
the size of the representation of the vertex weights cv) cannot construct LPw explicitly.
If cv=1 for allv ∈ V ,weighted fractional colorings are simply called fractional colorings.
The optimal total length of a fractional coloring is the fractional chromatic number f(G)
of G. Note that (G)f(G)(G).
We will use the following alternative interpretation of weighted fractional colorings: a
weighted fractional coloring using independent sets of total length K can be seen as an
assignment of left-open and right-closed subintervals of (0,K] to vertices of G such that
every vertex v is assigned disjoint subintervals of total length at least cv and such that
adjacent vertices are assigned disjoint subintervals.
2.1. Deﬁnition of tractable classes of graphs
LetG be a class of graphs that is closed under duplication and deletion of vertices. LetC
be a function that maps every graphG ∈ G to a set of relevant cliques inG. For givenG and
C, we say that LPI can be solved in polynomial time with ratio 1 if there is an algorithm
that, given a graph G= (V ,E) from G with weight vector w as input, computes a feasible
solution to LPI in polynomial time such that the objective value of the solution is at least a
1/-fraction of the optimal (fractional) solution. If the number of relevant cliques of a graph
is polynomial in the size of the graph and if they can be determined in polynomial time, we
can always solve LPI optimally in polynomial time (so that = 1), because LPI is a linear
program whose size is polynomial in the size of G and in the size of the representation of
w in this case.
Deﬁnition 1. Let G be a class of graphs that is closed under duplication and deletion of
vertices and let a set C(G) of relevant cliques be deﬁned for every G ∈ G. Assume that
LPI can be solved in polynomial time with ratio 1. Then we say that
(1) (G,C) is an (,)-tractable class of graphs if the clique propagation property holds
and if there is a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the coloring problem using at most
C(G) colors for every graph G ∈ G,
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(2) (G,C) is (,)-fractional-tractable if the clique propagation property holds and if a
fractional coloring of total length at most C(G) can be computed in polynomial time
for every graph G ∈ G, and
(3) (G,C) is (,)-weighted-fractional-tractable if a weighted fractional coloring of total
length at most C(G, c) can be computed in polynomial time for all graphsG ∈ G
with arbitrary weight vectors c satisfying 0cv1 for all v ∈ V .
Note that the clique propagation property is not required to hold for (,)-weighted-
fractional-tractable classes of graphs.
IfC(G) contains all maximal cliques inG, thenC(G)=(G). In this case, it is enough
to assume in Deﬁnition 1 to have a coloring algorithm that computes a (weighted fractional)
coloring with at most (G) colors (or of total length at most (G, c)) for every graph
G ∈ G.
3. The conversion technique
In this section, we show that there are good approximation algorithms for MWIS in the
classes of graphs deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1.
Theorem 2. For every (,)-tractable or (,)-fractional-tractable class of graphs, there
is an approximation algorithm for MWIS that achieves approximation ratio + , where
 is an arbitrarily small positive constant.
Proof. As an (,)-tractable class of graphs is also (,)-fractional-tractable, it is enough
to prove the theorem for (,)-fractional-tractable classes of graphs.
Let (G,C) be an (,)-fractional-tractable class of graphs. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph
from G with positive weights wv for vertices v ∈ V. (We can assume without loss of
generality that all weights are positive; vertices with non-positive weights can be deleted
from G, because including such a vertex in an independent set would not increase the
objective value of a solution.) Denote the optimum value of LPI for this graph by z∗. By
assumption, we have an algorithm B that computes a solution xB of value zB(1/)z∗ in
polynomial time. Let > 0 be an arbitrary positive constant. We deﬁne = /(+ ) and
N=4|V |/2. Let x¯v= (1−/2)xBv +/2|V |. It is easy to see that x¯ is a feasible solution
of LPI with objective value∑v∈V wvx¯v(1− /2)(1/)z∗. To get a solution xˆ, we round
the x¯v down to the largest possible multiple of 1/N (i.e., xˆv = x¯vN/N ). We obtain that
xˆv x¯v − 1
N
 x¯v − 
2
4|V | = x¯v −

2|V |
1
2
 x¯v(1− /2),
using x¯v/2|V |. Since xˆ is generated by rounding the x¯v down to a multiple of 1/N ,
feasibility of x¯ for LPI implies also feasibility of xˆ for LPI . The objective value zˆ of xˆ is
given by
∑
v∈V wvxˆv(1− /2)
∑
v∈V wvx¯v(1− /2)2(1/)z∗(1− )(1/)z∗.
So we have a rounded solution xˆ to LPI such that every xˆv is of the form k/N for some
k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N} and such that the objective value zˆ(1− )(1/)z∗. Next, we construct
a graph Gˆ by using the rounded solution xˆ of LPI . The set Vˆ of vertices of Gˆ contains, for
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every vertex v ∈ V , exactly k copies of v provided that xˆv = k/N . To obtain Gˆ from G,
we replace vertex v by a clique Av with k vertices such that each vertex in Av has the same
neighborhood (outside Av) as v; in other words, vertex v is duplicated k − 1 times if k1
and is deleted if k = 0.
By the clique propagation property, each relevant clique Cˆ ∈ C(Gˆ) is generated from a
clique C ∈ C(G), and this implies
|Cˆ| =
∑
v∈C
|Av| =
∑
v∈C
xˆvNN.
Therefore, C(Gˆ)N .
By assumption, we have an algorithm Af that computes a fractional coloring of Gˆ with
total length at most C(Gˆ) (and with only a polynomial number of independent sets
U1, . . . , Uy). Since every vertex is covered by at least one, we have
∑y
i=1xUiw(Ui) zˆN .
Furthermore, the length
∑y
i=1xUiN . Suppose that all independent sets have weight
w(Ui)< zˆ/. Then
∑y
i=1xUiw(Ui)<
∑y
i=1xUi zˆ/ = (zˆ/)
∑y
i=1xUi zˆN . This gives a
contradiction.Therefore, there is at least one independent setUi withw(Ui) zˆ/[1/(+
)]z∗. So we obtain an ( + )-approximation algorithm for MWIS by outputting the in-
dependent set with maximum weight among all independent sets used in the coloring. 
If the maximumweight fractional independent set problem LPI is solvable in polynomial
time, Theorem 2 gives an (+ )-approximation algorithm for MWIS.
Theorem 3. For every (,)-weighted-fractional-tractable class of graphs, there is an
approximation algorithm for MWIS that achieves approximation ratio .
Proof. Let (G,C) be an (,)-weighted-fractional-tractable class of graphs. By assump-
tion, we have an algorithm B that computes a solution xB to LPI of value zB(1/)z∗ in
polynomial time. Furthermore, we have an algorithm Af to compute weighted fractional
colorings with total length at most C(G, c) for any vertex weight vector c.
After obtaining solution xB to LPI , we set cv = xBv for all v ∈ V and use Af to com-
pute a weighted fractional coloring of (G, xB) with total length at most C(G, xB) and
with a polynomial number of independent sets U1, . . . , Uy . This solution of LPw satisﬁes∑y
i=1w(Ui)xUizB . Furthermore, we can bound
C(G, x
B)= max
C∈C(G)
∑
v∈C
xBv 1,
since xB is a feasible solution of LPI . Now suppose that all independent sets in the solution
of algorithm Af have weight less than zB/. This implies that
zB
y∑
i=1
w(Ui)xUi <
zB

y∑
i=1
xUizBC(G, xB)zB
andgives a contradiction.Therefore, oneof the independent sets hasweight zB/z∗/.
By outputting the independent set of maximum weight among all independent sets used in
the coloring, we obtain an -approximation algorithm for MWIS. 
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Again, if the fractional weighted independent set problem is solvable in polynomial time,
we obtain an -approximation algorithm for MWIS.
In the remaining sections, we discuss applications of Theorems 2 and 3.
4. Weighted edge-disjoint paths problems
Modern high-performance communication networks usually support bandwidth reser-
vation: when a connection is established, the required bandwidth is reserved on all links
along a path from the sender to the receiver. For a given set of connection requests, call
control is the problem of deciding which of the requests should be accepted and which
should be rejected.An important special case of call control arises if all connection requests
have bandwidth requirements that are larger than half the link capacity. In this case, no two
connections can use the same link at the same time, so simultaneously active connections
must be routed along edge-disjoint paths. We study the case where each path is associated
with a certain weight (value) and the goal is to maximize the total weight of the accepted
paths.
A directed graphG= (V ,E) is bidirected if (u, v) ∈ E implies (v, u) ∈ E. A bidirected
tree is the graph obtained from an undirected tree by replacing each edge by two directed
edges with opposite directions. A bidirected mesh is obtained in the same way from an
undirected mesh. Here (and in the next section) we assume that all paths in meshes are
row–column paths (dimension-order paths), i.e., paths that consist of a horizontal segment
in the row of the starting node followed by a vertical segment in the column of the end node
of the path. Row–column routing is often used in practice because it is deadlock-free and
can be implemented with simple hardware.
An instance of the MWEDP consists of a bidirected graph G = (V ,E) and a set P of
directed paths in G, where each path p ∈ P has a weight wp > 0. A feasible solution
is a subset of the given paths (the accepted paths) such that the paths in that subset are
edge-disjoint.
Given a set P of directed paths in a bidirected graph G= (V ,E), the load L(e) of edge
e ∈ E is the number of paths in P that go through edge e. The maximum load L is then
deﬁned as maxe∈EL(e). A coloring of the paths in P is an assignment of colors such that
paths receive different colors if they share a directed edge. The path coloring problem is the
problem of coloring a given set of paths with the minimum number of colors. Obviously,
the maximum load is a lower bound on the number of colors in an optimal coloring.
4.1. Previous work
The unweighted version of MWEDP (where all paths have the same weight), called
MEDP, has been studied for tree networks in [9]. It was shown that MEDP can be solved
optimally in polynomial time for bidirected trees of constant degree and is MAXSNP-
hard for bidirected trees of arbitrary degree. For every ﬁxed constant > 0, a ( 53 + )-
approximation algorithm was presented.
Interestingly, MWEDP can be solved optimally in polynomial time in undirected trees
(the given paths are undirected paths in this case as well) of arbitrary degree [33].
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As far asweknow,MEDPandMWEDPhavenot been studied inmesheswith row–column
routing before. It is easy to see that for arbitrary (but ﬁxed as part of the input) paths in
mesh networks, MEDP is as hard to approximate as the maximum independent set problem
on general graphs. This suggests to study the problem for restricted types of paths, such as
row–column paths.
MEDP has also been studied in the case where each connection request speciﬁes only the
sender and the receiver, and the path can be selected by the algorithm. For arbitrary directed
graphs with m edges, this problem was recently shown to beNP-hard to approximate
withinm1/2− [18].Approximation algorithms with approximation ratio O(√m) are known
for the unweighted case [24,32] and for the weighted case [26]. Better approximation ratios
can be achieved for restricted classes of graphs. For a class of planar graphs containing
two-dimensional mesh networks, an O(1) approximation algorithm has been devised in
[25].
The path coloring problem has been studied as well. The best known approximation
algorithm for coloring directed paths in bidirected trees uses at most 5L/3 colors, where
L is the maximum load [11].
4.2. Approximating MWEDP in trees and meshes
We give a ( 53 + )-approximation for MWEDP in trees (matching the performance of
the approximation algorithm for the unweighted case in [9]) and a 4-approximation for
MWEDP in meshes with row–column routing.
LetG be the class of all conﬂict graphs obtained from sets of directed paths in bidirected
trees. If G is the conﬂict graph (edge-intersection graph) of a given set of directed paths in
a bidirected tree, we let C(G) be the set of all cliques in G corresponding to paths using
the same directed edge of the tree. This means that C(G) contains one clique for every
directed edge of the tree. Note that the clique propagation property is satisﬁed. Obviously,
C(G) = L, where L is the maximum load. LPI has polynomial size and can be solved
optimally in polynomial time ( = 1), and the coloring algorithm from [11] uses at most
5L/3 colors (= 53 ). Therefore, (G,C) is a ( 53 , 1)-tractable class of graphs, and by Theorem
2 we get a ( 53 + )-approximation algorithm for MWEDP in bidirected trees.
Now we consider meshes with row–column routing. First, we can show that MEDP and
path coloring are bothNP-hard for these networks:
Theorem 4. MEDP is MAX SNP-hard for meshes with row–column routing. Path coloring
isNP-hard for meshes with row–column routing even if the number of rows or the number
of columns is three.
The proofs for the two claims of Theorem 4 are given in Appendix A and Appendix B,
respectively.
LetG be the class of all conﬂict graphs obtained from sets of directed row–column paths
in bidirected meshes. If G is the conﬂict graph (edge-intersection graph) of a given set of
directed row–column paths in a bidirected mesh, we let C(G) be the set of all cliques in G
corresponding to paths using the same directed edge of the mesh. LPI can again be solved
optimally in polynomial time ( = 1), and the following procedure computes a fractional
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weighted coloring using independent sets of total length at most 4C(G, xB): partition the
given paths into the sets right-up, right-down, left-up, and left-down.Vertical and horizontal
paths can be put in any of the two possible sets. The paths in each of the four sets can be
colored using independent sets of total length at most 2C(G, xB), as will be shown below.
Then we can use the same colors for the sets right-up and left-down, and for the sets right-
down and left-up. Thus, a weighted fractional coloring of total length at most 4C(G, xB)
is obtained.
We explain how to color the paths in one set, say in the set right-up. Consider the nodes of
the mesh starting from the bottom right corner, processing the nodes in one row from right
to left and processing the rows from bottom to top. At each node, consider the paths that
turn (or start or end) at that node in arbitrary order, and assign each of them free subintervals
of free colors greedily. Let p denote the currently processed path. In order to color p, we
must assign disjoint subintervals of (0, 2C(G, xB)] of total length xBp to p. As previously
colored paths that intersect the current path must intersect its last horizontal edge or its
ﬁrst vertical edge, at most 2(C(G, xB)− xBp ) of the available colors (i.e., of the interval
(0, 2C(G, xB)]) are blocked, and free intervals of the required total length can always be
found.
We note that the coloring procedure can be implemented in polynomial time. At any
time during the coloring procedure, a certain number of interval endpoints has been used
for specifying subintervals so far. When path p is colored, the required subintervals can be
chosen such that at most one new interval endpoint is introduced; hence, there will be only
O(|P |) interval endpoints, and they can be processed in polynomial time.
So we have proved that (G,C) is (4, 1)-weighted-fractional-tractable, and by
Theorem 3 we get a 4-approximation for MWEDP in meshes with row–column routing.
Our approximation results for MWEDP are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 5. There are approximation algorithms with approximation ratio 53+ (for everyﬁxed > 0) for MWEDP in bidirected trees and with approximation ratio 4 for MWEDP in
bidirected meshes with row–column routing.
5. Time-constrained scheduling of weighted packets
In networks with real-time requirements packets must be delivered before their individual
deadlines. Applications are, for example, trafﬁc control systems where data from sensors
must be delivered to decision units in a timely manner.Assuming that each packet is associ-
ated with a certain weight (importance), the goal is to maximize the total weight of packets
that are delivered by their deadlines.
For time-constrained packet scheduling, every packet p is speciﬁed by a directed path
Pp, a release time rp, a deadline dp, and a weight wp > 0. The number of links in Pp is
denoted by |Pp|. We consider the bufferless case, where a packet must continue to travel
one link in every time step after it has left the sender until it reaches the receiver. (In the
buffered case, a packet can wait at intermediate nodes for an arbitrary number of time steps
before it traverses the next link.) Transmitting a packet across one link takes exactly one
time step, and every link can transmit at most one packet in every time step. A node can
send and receive several packets simultaneously (multi-port model).An instance of TCSWP
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consists of a bidirected graph and a set of packets. Let n denote the number of packets. A
feasible solution selects a subset of the given packets (the accepted packets) and speciﬁes
a starting time sprp for every accepted packet, where every accepted packet must reach
its destination by its deadline (i.e., sp + |Pp|dp) and no two packets can use the same
link in the same time step. The value of a solution is the sum of the weights of the accepted
packets.
5.1. Previous work
The time-constrained packet scheduling problem was studied by Adler et al. for un-
weighted packets in linear networks (chains) [2]. They proved the problemNP-hard in
the bufferless case and presented a 2-approximation algorithm. In [1], Adler et al. studied
the problem for weighted packets in trees and in meshes with row–column routing. For
packets with arbitrary weights, they presented an 18-approximation algorithm for trees and
anO(1)-approximation algorithm formesheswith row–column routing. For the unweighted
case, they gave a 3-approximation algorithm for trees and an O(1)-approximation algorithm
for meshes with row–column routing. The buffered case was also studied in [2] and [1]. It
was proved that the value of an optimal solution is increased by at most a logarithmic factor
(logarithmic in certain parameters of the network and the number of packets in an optimal
solution) if buffering at intermediate nodes is allowed. Hence, approximation algorithms for
the bufferless case are also approximation algorithms for the buffered case, only the ratio
is worse by a logarithmic factor. It is an interesting open problem to ﬁnd approximation
algorithms for the buffered case that do not rely on this reduction to the bufferless case.
5.2. Approximating TCSWP in trees and meshes
Our technique allows us to obtain a 3-approximation for TCSWP in tree networks (im-
proving on the previously known 18-approximation algorithm and matching the ratio of the
approximation algorithm for the unweighted case [1]) and a 6-approximation for meshes
with row–column routing (improving the O(1)-approximation in [1]). We observe that TC-
SWP is MAXSNP-hard for tree networks and for meshes with row–column routing: the
reductions that establish MAXSNP-hardness for MEDP in trees [9] and in meshes with
row–column routing (Appendix A) can be modiﬁed for TCSWP by replacing paths by
packets in a rather straightforward way.
Let t be a possible starting time for packet p, i.e., rp tdp − |Pp|. The t-realization
of packet p is a packet that traverses the ith link of Pp in time step t + i − 1, 1 i |Pp|.
The t1-realization of packet p1 and the t2-realization of packet p2 are in conﬂict either if
p1=p2 or if there is a directed edge e that is used in the same time step by both realizations.
Now, the real-time packet scheduling problem can be viewed as the problem of selecting
a maximum weight subset of all possible realizations of all given packets such that no two
selected realizations are in conﬂict.
Given a set Q of realizations of packets, a coloring of Q is an assignment of colors to
elements of Q such that realizations that are in conﬂict receive different colors.
For a given instance of TCSWP, the number of possible packet realizations may be
exponential in the size of the input. However, this is not a problem because of the following
arguments: in trees and in meshes with row–column routing, a packet p with dp − |Pp| −
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rp >n can always be scheduled: after all n−1 other packets are scheduled, there still exists
at least one starting time sp for packet p such that the sp-realization of p is not in conﬂict
with any of the other scheduled packets. Therefore, all packets p with dp − |Pp| − rp >n
can be removed from the instance and treated separately. Then dp − rp is polynomial in
the size of the input for all remaining packets, and only a polynomial number of packet
realizations must be considered.
First, let G be the class of all graphs obtained as conﬂict graphs of packet realizations in
bidirected tree networks. For a graph G ∈ G, let C(G) be the set of all cliques containing
packet realizations using the same edge of the network in the same time step and all cliques
containing packet realizations belonging to the same original packet. (G,C) is a (3, 1)-
weighted-fractional-tractable class of graphs: LPI has polynomial size and can be solved
optimally in polynomial time, and the following procedure colors any weighted graph in G
using independent sets of total length at most 3C(G, xB): process the nodes of the tree
in a pre-order traversal starting at the root. At each node v, consider the packet realizations
whose paths touch (start, end, or go through) the node v but no node that is closer to the root.
Assign each such realization r the smallest available free color intervals. It is easy to see that,
if a previously colored packet realization uses an edge in the same time step as r, it must in
fact use an edge incident to v in the same time step as r. Hence, at most 3(C(G, xB)−xBr )
of the available colors are used by previously colored realizations that are in conﬂict with r,
namely at most 2(C(G, xB)− xBr ) by realizations using an edge incident to v in the same
time step as r and at most C(G, xB) − xBr by realizations belonging to the same packet
as r. Therefore, 3C(G, xB) colors sufﬁce to complete the weighted fractional coloring.
Hence, (G,C) is a (3, 1)-weighted-fractional-tractable class of graphs, and by Theorem 3
we obtain a 3-approximation algorithm for TCSWP in bidirected trees.
Now let G be the class of all graphs obtained as conﬂict graphs of packet realizations
in bidirected mesh networks. For a graph G ∈ G, let C(G) be deﬁned as above. (G,C) is
a (6, 1)-weighted-fractional-tractable class of graphs: LPI can again be solved optimally
in polynomial time, and a procedure for coloring the packet realizations similar to the
method presented for paths in meshes (partitioning the packet realizations into the sets
right-up, right-down, left-up, and left-down; and then coloring the packet realizations in
each set greedily in the same order as the paths in Section 4) colors any weighted graph
in G using independent sets of total length at most 6C(G, xB) (we get the factor 6 in-
stead of 4, because we need 3C(G, xB) colors for each set instead of 2C(G, xB): the
length of colors that are blocked for the current packet realization r by previously col-
ored packet realizations is at most 3C(G, xB) − 3xBr , namely C(G, xB) − xBr by con-
ﬂicting packet realizations on each of the two relevant edges and C(G, xB) − xBr by
packet realizations of the same packet). By Theorem 3 we get a 6-approximation algo-
rithm for TCSWP in bidirected two-dimensional mesh networks if the paths are restricted
to be row–column paths. The approximation results of this section are summarized in the
following theorem.
Theorem 6. There are approximation algorithms with approximation ratio 3 for TCSWP
in bidirected trees and with approximation ratio 6 for TCSWP in bidirected meshes with
row–column routing.
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Fig. A.1. Reduction from MAXIMUM 3D-MATCHING (paths for s3 = (x3, y2, z4) drawn solid, paths for
s5 = (x3, y3, z2) drawn dashed).
We note that our approximation algorithms for TCSWP work also if every packet does
not specify a release time and a deadline, but an arbitrary (possibly non-contiguous) set of
possible starting times.
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Appendix A. MAXSNP-hardness of MEDP in meshes
In this appendix we prove the ﬁrst claim of Theorem 4 (MAXSNP-hardness of MEDP
in meshes with row–column routing) using a reduction from the MAXIMUM 3D-MATCHING
problem. An instance of MAXIMUM 3D-MATCHING is given by three disjoint sets X, Y,Z
with |X| = |Y | = |Z| and a set of triples S ⊆ X × Y × Z. A feasible solution is a subset
M ⊆ S consisting of disjoint triples. The goal is to compute a feasible solutionM ⊆ S that
maximizes |M|. It is known that MAXIMUM 3D-MATCHING is MAXSNP-complete even if
each element of X ∪ Y ∪ Z occurs in at most a constant number of triples in S [23].
Let an instance I of MAXIMUM 3D-MATCHING be given. Take n = |X| and m = |S|. We
construct an instance I ′ ofMEDP in a bidirectedmesh. Themesh hasm+1 rows (numbered
from 0 to m, where 0 is the top row) and 3n + 3 columns (numbered from 0 to 3n + 2,
where 0 is the leftmost column). See Fig. A.1 for an example with n = 4 and m = 5. Let
X = {x1, . . . , xn}, Y = {y1, . . . , yn}, Z = {z1, . . . , zn}, and S = {s1, . . . , sm}. For 1 in
(resp. n+ 2 i2n+ 1 and 2n+ 3 i3n+ 2), column i of the mesh corresponds to the
element xi (resp. yi−n−1 and zi−2n−2). For 1jm, row j of the mesh corresponds to the
triple sj . A node in column x and row y of the mesh is denoted by (x, y).
For each triple sj =(xf , yg, zh) ∈ S, we introduce ﬁve paths: a path from (0, j) to (f, 0),
a path from (f, j) to (n+ 1+ g, 0), a path from (n+ 1+ g, j) to (2n+ 2+ h, 0), a path
from (0, j) to (n+ 1, j), and a path from (n+ 1, j) to (2n+ 2, j). Note that the ﬁrst three
paths for triple sj are turning and that the remaining two are horizontal. The paths for two
triples s3 = (x3, y2, z4) and s5 = (x3, y3, z2) are shown in Fig. A.1. So the set P of paths in
instance I ′ contains 5m paths.
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Observe that any feasible solution Q ⊆ P to I ′ can contain at most 3 out of the 5 paths
for each triple sj . If Q contains three paths for a triple sj = (xf , yg, zh), these must be
the three turning paths, and there cannot be any other paths in Q using edges in columns f,
n+ 1+ g, and 2n+ 2+ h of the mesh. On the other hand, if Q contains at most two paths
for a triple sj , we can assume without loss of generality that Q contains both horizontal
paths for sj , because these two paths do not interfere with any paths for the other triples.
We claim that a feasible solution to I consisting of t triples can be converted into a feasible
solution to I ′ consisting of 2m+ t paths, and vice versa. Given a feasible solution to Iwith t
triples, we obtain the solution to I ′ by taking the three turning paths for each of the t triples
and the two horizontal paths for each remaining triple. Given a feasible solution Q to I ′
with 2m+ t paths, we obtain the solution to I by selecting all triples for which three paths
are contained in Q.
This already proves that MEDP isNP-hard for meshes with row–column routing. To
establish MAXSNP-hardness, consider the variant of MAXIMUM 3D-MATCHING where the
number of occurrences of an element of X ∪ Y ∪Z in triples of S is bounded by a constant
k. Let t∗ denote the number of triples in an optimal solution to I. Then t∗m/(3k − 2),
because the greedy algorithm will produce at least this many triples. Therefore, an optimal
solution to I ′ is larger than an optimal solution to I by at most a constant factor (note that
2m + t∗2(3k − 2)t∗ + t∗(6k − 3)t∗), and an approximate solution to I ′ that differs
from an optimal solution to I ′ by an absolute value of x yields an approximate solution
to I that differs from an optimal solution to I by at most x. This shows that the reduction
explained above is an L-reduction (see [30]). Thus we obtain that MEDP is MAXSNP-hard
for meshes with row–column routing.
Note that our proof uses only paths that go right and paths that go right and then up.
Hence, MEDP in meshes is already MAXSNP-hard if only paths of this type are allowed.
Furthermore, we remark that MWEDP can be solved optimally in polynomial time if the
number of rows (or the number of columns) of the mesh is bounded by a constant. In that
case, the mesh is a graph with bounded treewidth and with bounded degree, and MWEDP
is polynomial on such graphs (as remarked in [8, p. 201]).
Appendix B. NP-hardness of path coloring in meshes
In this appendix, we prove the second claim of Theorem 4, i.e., we prove that path
coloring isNP-hard in meshes with row–column routing even if the number of rows or
the number of columns is three.
We use a reduction from the NP-complete ARC COLORING problem [14]. A graph
G= (V ,E) is a circular arc graph [34] if its vertices can be represented by arcs of a circle
such that there is an edge between two vertices in G if and only if the corresponding arcs
intersect. An instance I of ARC COLORING is given by a family F = {A1, A2, . . . , An} of
circular arcs and a positive integer K. The problem is to decide whether F can be colored
with K colors such that intersecting arcs are assigned different colors.
Each arc Ai ∈ F is given by a pair 〈ai, bi〉 with ai, bi ∈ {0, . . . , m} and ai = bi .
Intuitively, the set {0, . . . , m} represents points that are located consecutively around a
circle. The span sp(Ai) of arc Ai is the set {ai, ai + 1, . . . , bi} if ai < bi and {ai, ai +
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Fig. B.1. Reduction fromARC COLORING: the left part of the mesh.
Fig. B.2. Reduction fromARC COLORING: the middle part of the mesh.
1, . . . , m, 0, . . . , bi} if ai > bi . Two arcs Ai and Aj intersect if sp(Ai) ∩ sp(Aj ) = ∅.
Without loss of generality,we can assume thatai > bi for exactly theﬁrstK arcsA1, . . . , AK .
We transform an instance I of ARC COLORING into an instance I ′ of the path coloring
problem that can be colored with K colors if and only if I can be colored with K colors. Let
K ′ = K(K − 1). Consider a mesh with 3 rows (numbered from 0 to 2) and 2K ′ + m + 4
columns. See Figs. B.1–B.3 for an example with K = 4. Intuitively, we cut the arcs of
instance I between points m and 0 and represent the resulting intervals by paths in row 1 in
the middle part of the mesh. Then we use a number of auxiliary paths to ensure that the two
paths corresponding to the same original arc receive the same color in any coloring with K
colors.
More precisely, we proceed as follows. For the ﬁrst K arcs Ai ∈ F we deﬁne two paths
x1i and y
1
i such that:
(1) x1i comes from node (K ′, 1) (the exact starting node will be determined below) and
terminates at node (K ′ + 2+ bi, 1),
(2) y1i starts at node (K ′ +1+ai, 1) and leads to node (K ′ +m+2, 1) (the ﬁnal destination
of the path will be determined below).
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Fig. B.3. Reduction fromARC COLORING: the right part of the mesh.
For the other arcs Ai ∈ F with ai < bi we use one path ci from node (K ′ + 1+ ai, 1) to
node (K ′ + 2 + bi, 1) (see Fig. B.2). Note that the conﬂict graph corresponding to the set
of paths {x1i , y1i | 1 iK} ∪ {ci |K + 1 in} is an interval graph (that can be colored
with K colors).
Next, we extend the paths x1i and y
1
i and introduce further paths z
j
i (for 1 iK ,
1j2K − 1), xji , yji (for 1 iK , 1<jK) as shown in Figs. B.1 and B.3. We
have constructed an instance I ′ with 3 rows and 2K(K − 1) + m + 4 columns. Since
Kn andm=O(n), we get a mesh with a polynomial number of rows and columns and a
polynomial number of paths. Therefore, instance I ′ can be constructed in polynomial time.
Suppose that there exists a K-coloring f for the instance I ′. Clearly, we must have
{f (z11), f (z12), . . . , f (z1K)} = {1, . . . , K}.
Without loss of generality we may assume that f (z1i )= i for 1 iK . Using the conﬂict
structure of the paths in row 2 of the mesh we obtain f (zji )= i for each 1j2K− 1 and
each 1 iK . For example, consider the second path z22 (Fig. B.1). This path is in conﬂict
with z11, z
1
3, . . . , z
1
K and, therefore, must be colored with color 2 (the same color as f (z12)).
This means that the colors 1, . . . , K are propagated in row 2.
Using the same idea, we have f (y1i ) = f (y2i ) = · · · = f (yKi ) for each 1 iK . Since
the yi-paths are in conﬂict with paths of colors 1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , K , it follows that
f (y1i )=i. The same idea shows also that f (x1i )=i for 1 iK . Since f (x1i )=f (y1i )=i for
1 iK , the coloring restricted to the set of paths {x1i , y1i | 1 iK}∪{ci |K+1 in}
gives a K-coloring of the instance I (the circular arc graph).
Conversely, a K-coloring for I can be extended directly to a K-coloring for I ′. SinceARC
COLORING isNP-hard and the reduction can be done in polynomial time, the path coloring
problem in meshes with row–column routing isNP-hard even for meshes with three rows.
Furthermore, the instance I ′ can be converted into an equivalent instance of path coloring in
a mesh with three columns by reversing all paths and rotating the mesh by 90◦. Therefore,
path coloring in meshes with row–column routing is alsoNP-hard for meshes with three
columns. This completes the proof.
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